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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction slides including MG, HA, Session Top  Introduce members of EMG supporting the session Tame the untamed Garden �There are many reasons why a garden grows out of control. Plants take over, weeds pop-up, branches grow at odd angles, the wrong plant is chosen for a specific spot and sometimes the gardener wears other hats and simply can't keep up.  �Join the Etobicoke Master Gardeners and learn fixes for an overgrown garden. Learn how to tame your garden through pruning techniques, transplanting, controlling weeds, selecting the right plant, and other techniques to rejuvenate your garden and take control. 

http://www.etobicokemastergardeners.ca/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Master Gardeners of Ontario is a volunteer organization comprised of individuals who are certified horticultural experts �providing in depth sustainable gardening information to the general public.Established in 1985, Master Gardeners of Ontario Inc. (MGOI) is an independent non-profit organization, run by volunteers, dedicated to providing accurate and relevant horticultural information to the public  Members presenting today are from Etobicoke Master Gardeners group, formed in January 2005EMG comprises of 35 active members, and we welcome inquiries from enthusiastic and interested individuals wishing to learn more about MGsPlease visit our website to learn more, or if you are interested in becoming a Master Gardeners speak to any of our members after the sessionWe also have information available at the deskThese sessions are a joint effort by EMG & Humber Arboretum.
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•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 a 100 hectare site, jointly run since 1977 by Humber College, the City of Toronto, and the Toronto and Region Conservation AuthorityAn outdoor ‘hands-on’ educational facility for several Humber College Programs in horticulture, arboriculture, and landscape designHome to the Humber Arboretum Center for Urban Ecology  a 4,800 sq. ft. LEED (Leadership in Engineering and Environmental Design) Gold certified complex completed in 2007Offers a variety of environmental programs including nature camps, green events, and many othersFree and open daily to the public year round daylight hoursCertified Platinum in the new Ontario Ecocentres program – the first and only facility to achieve this ratingInteresting Fact:  Did you know that the property behind the Centre was an old farmstead? Just behind us in the meadow area.	



Taming the Untamed Garden 

 Rejuvenate Your Garden
 Taking Stock & Keeping Records
 Garden Clean-Up
 Controlling Weeds 
 Pruning Principles and Techniques
 What to Prune When
 The Right Plant in the Right Place
 Native Plants & Invasive 
 The way to a healthy lawn
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learn how to tame your garden through pruning techniques, transplanting, controlling weeds, selecting the right plant, and other techniques to rejuvenate your garden and take control.  



How does this 
happen?
 Some plants take 

over the garden
Weeds pop up 
Branches grow at 

odd angles
Wrong plant chosen 

for the site
Gardeners wear 

other "hats" and can't 
keep up 5



Rejuvenate your Garden
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Many factors can cause your garden to become “untamed” or out of control, what are they and how can you deal with it



Rejuvenate your Garden
Many factors can cause your garden 
to become “untamed” or out of 
control, including:
Light – changes in shade, 

exposure
 Irrigation – blocked by taller 

plants
 Insect Infestation and damage
Diseases:  wilt, powdery 

mildew
Vegetation 7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As vegetation and shrubs mature, they can block light from plants that require full sun;  if mature shrubs are removed, they may put shade plants in too much sunIrrigation systems need to be checked:  some sprinkler heads may not be reaching the plants and may need to be raised; some heads may be broken and could be flooding areasInfestations can strip plants of their foliage and cause them to fail; some insect damage may just be unsightly (holes in leaves); some damage may be desirable (bees using pieces of plants to plug their bee house holes)Powder Mildew can be prevalent where not enough circulation is allowed; the spores can live in the ground after plants are removed (don’t compost)Overgrown vegetation can block once-pretty blooms from vision



Taking Stock & Keeping Records
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Taking Stock 
Consider the following:
What is working?
What is NOT working?
What has changed?
What can you fix?
What is new to 

try/experiment?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is working:  consider plants, shrubs, that are: healthy, the right size, in the right place (light, water, etc.)What is NOT working:  plants that are  in the wrong location, are overgrown, are the wrong colour, are not thriving, too much or too little shade, sun, waterWhat has changed:  have trees or shrubs grown too big and are shading sun-loving plants; has irrigation changed, What can you fix – and what should you give up on!  If your space is limited, you can’t let one plant take over; if you have lots of space, now is the time to consider “drifts” of bulbs or large beds of one colour.  There are new varieties of plants coming out all the time – try experimenting with some of them that might work in difficult conditions:  for example:  mildew-resistant phlox; day-lilies instead of lily-beetle-prone oriental varieties.



Find the bones 
of the garden
 the structure of 

the garden
 Elements that 

remain
 garden becomes 

solid and 
grounded in all 
seasons
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bones are the structure of the garden, the elements that remain after the flowers are spent and the leaves are gone - paths, walks, trees, shrubs, benchesThe Importance of StructureBy adding structure a garden becomes solid and grounded, in all seasons, and creates a backdrop for those interesting plants.the most ordinary plants arranged within a well structured landscape can make a striking garden.- When coordinating the bones of your garden, take these elements into consideration:Paths connect different parts of the garden and direct traffic Walls, fences and trellises create a sense of enclosure and securityBoulders and rocks add visual focal points and can anchor plantsEvergreen trees are perfect for framing a view, while deciduous trees grouped together can create a canopy of greenFlower beds direct the viewer's eye and add seasonal color and interestWater features create sanctuary, sooth street noise and create a focal point rocks, patios, ponds and sculpture.



Keeping Records
 A Garden Journal – an 

important tool!
 Take photos NOW of  the 

condition and state of your 
garden

 Keep an ongoing record of 
what is happening during 
the season

 Make notes 
 Map It Out

11
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Garden Journal can be simple or sophisticated:  from a Dollar Store notebook to a Leather-bound purpose journal from a NurseryRecord what you do in the garden, so you’ll remember next yearIf you don’t have time to update during the busy summer months, just take photos, stick the tags in the journal, scribble notes to yourselfAs the season slows down – take the time to paste in your photos, add your tags, make your notes.  The tags from your new perennials will tell you about light conditions, bloom time, size/height, pruning, etc.Your Journal is also a good place to store your receipts for purposes of guarantees and returns if the plant or shrub doesn’t survive Paste in tags from your new perennials An easy alternative:  keep it all electronically or on-line – a “file” or “folder” on your PC, IPad or phone can also serve as your JournalJournals & pictures help you to review and think about;Which plants thrived and why or why not; Seeds planted…germination times ; Which plants may do better ; Assess pollinator activity;  Problems like insects and disease; Yields; Allow you to compare your garden from previous years Map it out- simple drawings are fineMake sure you plan spacing for plants at maturityLabel everythingPlan your ‘dream garden’Select plants for specific growing conditions, or move plants to more suitable locations (remember a plant may not be successful in one location, but may be in another)Reminder to consider best time for transplanting Identify areas in your garden where you would like to have bulbs come up next spring



Keep A Garden Journal

12
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Garden Journal:  A Dollar Store NotebookNotes about my plant (i.e. Clematis) – when to prune!New plants (i.e. Limelight Hydrangea) this yearRecord what you do in the garden, so you’ll remember next yearJournals & pictures help you to review and think about;Which plants thrived and why or why notSeeds planted…germination times Which plants may do better  Assess pollinator activityProblems like insects and diseaseYieldsAllow you to compare your garden from previous years 



Garden Clean-Up
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Garden Clean-up:
 Encourage  air circulation 
 Pull away the ‘sheets’
 Clean up and divide non-

woody Perennials
 Remove overgrown  

Perennials
 Move or Transplant Shrubs 

and Perennials
 Dig out big weeds 
 Prune  and shape Perennials 

and Shrubs
14
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage ‘air circulation’  and pull away the ‘sheets’On a warm, sunny day, carefully loosen or remove any mulch, leaves, straw or debris from the base of your evergreens, shrubs, perennials and grasses, and compost ithis allows air to circulate and reduces the possibility of disease and pests. Be careful not to damage new sprouts of bulbs (daffodils, tulips) or ground coversSome leaf mulch left on the beds will result in organic matter being added to the soil 	through decompositionClean Up Non woody PerennialsSome cold-hardy perennials such as heucheras and irises may not go completely dormant during the winter and cling to their leaves even during winter’s storms,                      use your pruners to remove brown or tattered leaves.Cut back any left over perennials, grasses and groundcovers to expose their crowns to the sun and to clean up the appearance of your beds. Prune Woody Perennials and RosesNow is the time to prune large perennials, grasses, shrubsMove or transplant shrubs that have become overgrown or are not in the right location (Hydrangea experience – in tub for 2 months!)We will talk pruning  in detail later in the workshop 



Garden Clean-Up:  
Dividing Perennials 

 Consider dividing 
mature later-flowering 
perennials if necessary 
(overgrown clumps)

Divide perennials after 
blooming completed

15
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phlox plants with “dead centres” – split around the centre, discard, and replant the “outside” pieces separatelyCut back the stems and stocks after blooming has finishedCandidates for division could include: Hosta,  Daylilies (Hemerocallis), Ajuga, Daisies (Leucanthemum), Phlox



Soil Health 

 Empty your compost bins 
 Top dress perennials
 Check soil ph.
 if acidic, add lime

 Check Soil type: heavy 
clay
 add sand/pumice/ 

compost
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Empty your Compost Bins:  add to beds and borders, working it into the top few inches of soil. Top dress perennials by spreading an inch or two of compost around them, making sure not to let the compost actually touch the plant. If your soil is acidic, add garden lime to neutralize the pH. If you have heavy clay soil with poor drainage, add sand, pumice, and/or compost.Get a jump on weeding Many weeds can be controlled during spring clean-up They are easier to pull out, or dig (dandelions) when young and the soil moist Look for the ones that were most bothersome last yearMake Plant tagsto avoid pulling them out or stepping on themPlant Cold-Hardy Blooming AnnualsAnnuals like pansies and primroses can handle chilly spring weather and will give your garden an instant color boost. Their flowers and foliage will be fine even if there’s a late frost



Controlling Weeds
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Controlling Weeds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Let sleeping weeds lieKill weeds at their roots but leave the soil—and dormant weed seeds—largely undisturbed.�- Digging and cultivating brings hidden weed seeds to the surface, so assume weed seeds are there ready to erupt, every time you open a patch of ground. Dig only when you need to and immediately salve the disturbed spot with plants or mulch2. Mulch, Mulch, Mulch Don’t give weeds the chance to see the light. Whether you choose wood chips, bark nuggets, straw, or even pine needles, keep the mulch coming to smother out weeds.3. When the weeding is goodThe old saying “Pull when wet; hoe when dry” is good advice when facing weeds. After a drenching rain, is the best time to weed, as it is easier to collecting weedsUnder dry conditions, weeds sliced off just below the soil line promptly shrivel up and die, especially if your hoe has a sharp edge 4. Lop off their headsChopping off weed heads feels good and you’ll reap short- and long-term benefits.When you can’t remove weeds, the next best thing is to chop off their heads. With annual weeds, deadheading buys you a few weeks of time before the weed “seed rain” begins. Cutting back the tops of perennial weeds, like bindweed, reduces reseeding and forces them to use up food reserves and exhaust their supply of root buds, thus limiting their spread.chopping down weeds before they go to seed will help keep them from spreading.5. . Mind the gaps between plantsTightly planted beds leave no room for unwanted visitors.You can prevent weed-friendly gaps by designing with mass plantings or in drifts of closely spaced plants You can usually shave off about 25 percent from the recommended spacing.6. Water the plants you want, not the weeds  Drip irrigation is the way to go for a quick way to water your plants and not your weeds.  Put drought on your side by depriving weeds of water. In most climates, depriving weeds of water reduces weed-seed germination by 50 to 70 percent. Beyond these strategies, enriching your soil with organic matter When soil is healthy and well fed, weed seeds sense that they are out of a job and are less likely to appear.  



Common Weeds
 Dandelion, Purslane,  Ragweed, Burdock, Crabgrass, Canada 

Thistle, Garlic Mustard
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dandelion Taraxacum officinalePerennial; spreads by seeds; height to 1 foot; can flower at any time when temperatures permit.Dig out the entire taproot, hoe plants before they flower, and spread corn gluten in early spring to suppress seedlings.Harvest young leaves for tender green saladCommon Purslane Portulaca oleraceaAnnual; spreads by seeds and rerooting; stems grow to 10 to 14 inches; flowers August through October.Hoe and remove plants. Pulled plants will re-root if left on top of soil. Seeds can mature after plant has been pulled. Smother seedlings with a deep mulch. Plant is ediblePlantainCommon Ragweed Ambrosia artemisiifoliaAnnual; spreads by seeds; height to 3 feet; flowers July through October.Hoe seedlings and mow larger plants. Mulch or plant cover crops on fallow areas . Plants can be composted if haven't gone to seed. The pollen is a common cause of hay fever and allergies.BurdockLarge Crabgrass  Digitaria sanguinalisAnnual; spreads by seeds/roots at leaf joints; height to 3 feet; found across U.S., except ND and parts of SD, MT, and MN; flowers June through October.Pull out entire plant, including roots. Mulch or let grass grow to 3 to 4 inches high to prevent seed germination. Mowing will not kill this plant. Spread corn gluten in early spring to suppress seedlingsCanada Thistle Cirsium arvensePerennial; spreads by seeds/rhizomes; height to 5 feet; flowers July through October.wearing gloves, dig out plants, removing as much root as possible. Cut down new shoots monthlySpread corn gluten in early spring to suppress seedlings.Garlic Mustard 



Mulching
 Add mulch (or top up) to areas of exposed bare soil 

3” max thickness 
 Ensure mulch doesn’t touch crowns of plants and/or 

stems and trunks of trees
 Mulch flower beds with compost or other organic 

materials
 Use leaves, and  organic mulch
 Mulch open soil areas to                                  

minimize the spread of weeds

20
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leaves as mulch  they are free and use no energy to get them to your garden  If diseased remove them  If wet and matted best to remove them  If dry the shred, leave on beds and top dress lightly  Worms will draw leaves into the soil

http://www.boxmaths.com/best-mulch-for-flower-beds-in-alabama/


Mulching
Common mulch options include 

shredded bark, bark chips,  and stone 
chips  

Carefully consider which mulches you 
choose
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coloured cedar chips, attractive but carry dyes and chemicalsWood mulches may attract ants Peat moss acts as a wick and is a poor ecological choiceCocoa bean shells, may encourage moldadd a caution against city compost for vegetables.Consider where you are putting the compost (i.e. vegetable gardens)



Pruning Principles and Techniques
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Principles of Pruning
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Foundations of good pruning lie in 
two primary principles: 
1. Always assess the plant before 

making any cuts
2. Never cut without good reason

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These two principles are the key behind successful pruning.First of all, just as in woodwork, where the mantra is “measure twice, cut once,” it is really important to assess your plant first to know why and what you are pruning, and to assess the health of the plant as well as knowing what season it should be pruned in. Don’t be in a hurry.Secondly, don’t prune without knowing what the purpose of pruning this particular plant is. This is important because each cut must take into account the plant’s needs as well as its response to various types of pruning cutsWe’ll cover all the possibilities in a few minutes



Principles of Pruning
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What to Prune?

The 4 Ds:
 Dead
 Diseased
 Damaged
 Defective

rhr.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many good reasons for pruning First of all. to keep plants healthy, you should always remove dead, diseased, damaged , or defective growth. This is the most important and routine pruning task Appropriate pruning cuts improve the plants chance of recovery from damage and disease This will  prevent infections from spreading or getting into the plant. (And you should never put diseased plant material in your compost pile)DeadDead wood can be taken out at any time of the yearHow do you know it’s dead or alive? Scratch the bark with a fingernail, and the wood underneath will be brown (dead) or green (alive)DamagedPruning out the branch will depend on the severity of the damageDiseasedDiseased wood should be pruned as soon as possible , after each cut sterilize your pruning blades Defective Crossing branches, branches rubbing together, inward growth, water sprouts, etc. are all examples of defective branching. Defective branching should be taken out during the appropriate season to prune



Importance of Pruning

 Maintain a healthy plant

 Control size, alter form & 
shape

 Improve quality/quantity of 
flowers, leaves or fruit

 To renew or rejuvenate old 
shrubs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essentially, it involves any removal of growth from a plant which is meant to improve either its performance, or its health,  or to improve its overall appearance or size.There are four overall reasons for pruning;First, to maintain a healthy plant. Pruning stimulates vigorous growth by allowing the plant to focus its energy in new growth. It also ensures good air circulation and provides better access to light.Second, as a  means of controlling size or shape. Sometimes plants, trees or shrubs grow larger than we had expected when we plant them, and pruning is required to keep their size under control. The extreme example of this, of course is bonsai, where both roots and stems are tightly pruned in order to keep them as miniature versions of themselves.Beauty is, of course, in the eye of the beholder An extreme  example of pruning for aesthetics is topiary -  where you cut shrubs into the shape of animals or other objects. More often pruning for aesthetics involves keeping shrubs and woody perennials in a managed or rounded shape, so that plants don’t get leggy on one side or another, and also to keep shrubs from outgrowing their neighboursAlso pollarding of trees where the top is cut off every year and the tree top grows new each spring in a kind of lollipop way usually with bigger leaves than normal because more energy is going into fewer leaves. This method was originally used hundreds of years ago in Europe to provide firewood while not killing the tree.Espaliering trees, usually fruit trees, allows you to maximize space and fruit crop by training the tree flat against a frame.Pruning can direct growth patterns , normally also includes training shoots



Pruning Techniques
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Pruning Techniques

Clean, sharp tools  
Right cut - Right place - Right time
Prune a stem when you want to:
strengthen it
encourage or prevent flower bud 

formation
cause branching
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
No matter what techniques are used, clean, sharp tools are essential.Later in this workshop we’re going to talk generally about essential garden tools and their maintenance This is important both to encourage healing and to reduce the risk of infection Just like carpentry it’s also important to make the right cut in the right place at the right time You prune a stem when you want to strengthen it, encourage or prevent flower bud formation and/or cause branching  



Pruning Cuts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trees and plant materials have amazing natural defenses that enable them to heal---if they are pruned correctly.  Cutting the tree or plant material improperly creates large wounds that leave the tree / plant open to disease and decay  There are two basic types of pruning cuts: heading cuts, and thinning cuts, we will discuss over the next few slidesIt is important to consider the angle of the cut, and the distance from the bud Make slanting  upward to prevent water from collecting in the cut and to speed healing.Cuts should be sharp, clean, about ¼ inch beyond the bud, and approximately 45degrees  Don't coat pruning cuts on shrubs with paint or wound dressing. These materials won't prevent decay or promote wound closure. 



Pruning Cuts 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plant Anatomy The branch collar is the swollen area where the branch connects to the trunk. How to make a proper cutA proper pruning cut should be made just outside the branch collar and should not remove or damage the branch collar. This allows for proper closure of the wound.To prevent tearing of bark and vascular tissue, use the three-cut approach to pruning:Cut #1: Make a small undercut a few inches out from the branch collarCut #2: Remove the limb above cut #1Cut #3: Remove the stub by cutting just outside the branch collarBranches should be pruned at the branch collar-NOT at mid-branch. Mid-branch pruning, called tipping or topping depending on branch size, is harmful to trees  



Pruning:  Heading 

Before
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After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You prune a stem when you want to strengthen it, encourage or prevent flower bud formation and/or cause branchingThere are only two ways of cutting a stem. You can either remove it completely which is called a thinning cut, or you can shorten it, called a heading cut Heading cuts stimulate growth of buds closest to the woundThe direction in which the top remaining bud is pointing will determine the direction of new growthMake heading cuts selectively to reduce shrub height and retain natural formNon-selective heading cuts made indiscriminately will stimulate rapid regrowth from buds below the cutThese vigorous shoots are unattractive and make shrubs bushier, but not smallerNon- selective heading cuts are only justifiable when using hedge clippers on a hedge or  shrub.

http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/


Stem pruning - Thinning                      

31

www.ca.uky.edu
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinning cuts remove branches at their points of origin or attachmentUsed in moderation, thinning cuts reduce shrub density without stimulating regrowth Use thinning cuts when you want to take out unwanted growth in the middle of  a bush, or to remove dead or diseased stems, or old stems from a plant that produces flowers on new woodWhen you are trying to encourage growth in a different direction, to thicken the plant, or to improve the quality of fruit and flowers, you make a heading cut. The way to do this is to make a clean diagonal cut leaving no ragged edges or stem damage, which is why sharp tools are essential. And you need to cut as  close to the bud that you want to grow as possible, but not so close that you damage it. Your goal is to  ensure that the stem ends in either a strong bud or a healthy side-shoot

http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/pubs/ho/ho59/ho59.htm


Pruning:  Suckers & Water Sprouts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suckers & WatersproutsTypes of undesirable vigorous shoot growthWater sprouts grow vertically along branches, usually at pruning sites. They can also emerge from dormant buds on the trunk Suckers grow from the trunk or roots. They can grow from below a graft or occur naturally farther up the trunkRemove rubbing or poorly placed branches as early as possibleWater sprouts and suckers always interfere with normal growth, so prune them off completely as they appear 



What to Prune When 
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Pruning:  What to Prune When

Woody perennials
 Roses
 Flowering shrubs  
 Climbers  
Ornamental Trees 
 Fruit trees
 Evergreens  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timing is important if pruning is not to interfere with flowering and fruiting, and so it’s important to know when your plants bloom, and whether they produce flowers on the previous year’s growth or on new growth. Timing is critical and directly related to the age and type of the flowing wood Plants that flower early in the spring will have set their buds on “old wood” the previous year and pruning early can stop them flowering. Pruning too late in the year can result in the cuts made or the new growth  being susceptible to frost or cold winter damage. Some plants will bleed sap profusely if pruned at the wrong time of year which will weaken or even kill them, for example, birch trees in summer or grapevines in the spring.



Pruning:  Woody perennials 
 Cut back in spring to encourage  new 

flowering branches
 Prune in spring to limit winter damage 
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psephizo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some woody perennials such as butterfly bush, or buddleia, need to be cut back each spring because they only bloom on new branchesCut back each spring to encourage the plant to start sending out those new flowering branchesYou should prune them in the spring to limit winter damage and to encourage the plant to start sending out new flowering branches It’s best to wait until the danger of a hard frost is past The time to prune when the plants show signs of opening buds. Prune when the plants shows signs of opening buds on the lower stem portions or new growth at the base of the plants



Pruning:  Woody Perennials 
 To maintain  

vigorous 
growth 

 Remove a third 
of  the oldest 
stems from the 
base of the 
plant every 
year for 3 years
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pinterest

Remove one-third of the
oldest branches from the base.

After pruning, light and air can 
reach the center of the plant

All the old wood has been 
removed to make room for 

vigorous new growth. 

Remove another third of the
old wood in each of the 

following years.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other woody stemmed plants such as lavender and Artemisia need to be pruned to maintain their vigour and flowers Remove about a third of the oldest stems from the base of the plant each year This will also keep the plants looking bushy and prevent them from getting too woody and having fewer and fewer flowers The aim is to completely renew the plant every few years



Pruning:  Hydrangeas

 Mop heads, Lace caps and Oak leaf:  bloom 
on OLD wood:  Prune before mid summer, 
NOT winter or early spring

 Reblooming (“Endless Summer”)”  timing 
not critical

 Paniculata (Pee Gee, Limelight) and 
Arborescens (Annabelle):  bloom on NEW
wood:  Prune any time EXCEPT just before 
they bloom
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observed in our condo gardens:  hydrangeas (Annabelle and Limelight) were pruned in fall – blooms were sporadic the following yearWhen pruned in Spring:  more blooms that year!



Pruning:  Roses

Remove winter 
protection 

Dig out standards 
or un-hill

Don’t prune until 
about April, to 
avoid winter 
damage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before pruning, remove any  winter rose protection you did last fall. Rake off any soil or mulch you used to protect the graft union and rake up and remove any debris or leaves you used to insulate the bushes for winterTo avoid winter damage, don’t prune until about April, once the leaf buds begin to swell, but before they open. Pruning before the leaf buds open causes the rose bush to put its full energy into new growth This usually happens about the time the Forsythia starts to bloom.You should always cut out misplaced wood on any rosebush, including stems that are trailing on the ground, stems that are rubbing together and stems that are overcrowdedAs you shape your plant, prune to an outside bud where you want a branch to be spreading. Prune to an inside bud where you need it to fill in the centre You should prune a rosebush so that the whole shrub is continuously renewed over time New wood replaces old wood The number of young stems might also need to be reduced if they are overcrowded.



Pruning:  Roses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all types of roses need to be pruned. Climbing roses flower only on old wood and need little or no annual pruning However, you should still cut out dead or diseased wood to keep them looking healthyHybrid teas flower on the current season’s shoots If you cut these roses low every year you still get flowers on the new growth. If your hybrid tea has been grafted, the traditional method, watch out for sprouts below the graft union You need to remove them so that you are only getting flowers on the grafted varietyFloribunda roses need annual pruning. Flowers are produced on both old and new wood The old stems bear the first flowers of the season, and the new wood later flowers Prune to preserve some new and some old Shorten older stems to about 12” and prune young stems by about a third



Flowering Shrubs
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Prune…
 summer & fall 

flowering 
trees/shrubs in the 
dormant season 

 spring flowering 
trees/shrubs after 
their flowers fade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Prune summer and fall flowering trees and shrubs in the dormant season (late winter / early spring)  - Caryopteris and some Spiraeas- Prune spring flowering trees and shrubs soon after their flowers fade – Forsythia, Lilac, flowering Quince The confusion comes with plants like Hydrangeas , Roses and Clematis; some of these flower in spring, some in summer or fall, some flower repeatedlyH arborescens and H paniculata flower on new wood, so prune in spring, as growth beginsH quercifolia is grown in part for its foliage. It can also be pruned in early springH macrophylla and H serrata flower on last year’s wood, so prune after flowering.H anomala petiolaris (climbing hydrangea):Prune in early spring (just before growth begins). Cut overly vigorous stems and stems that grow too far out from the wall.Pruning stimulates new growth, on which new flowers are borne.- Always prune away any dead / diseased/rubbing woodPrune every year, so that plants are regenerated over timeAlso caution regarding purchasing shrubs that are cheap and plentiful at the garden centre, they will grow well but probably need constant pruning. Not saying not to buy, just be aware



Climbers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps the most confusing group of plants, when it comes to pruning times A general rule of thumb:Prune summer and fall flowering trees and shrubs in the dormant season (late winter / early spring)  - Caryopteris and some SpiraeasThe confusion comes with plants like Hydrangeas , Roses and Clematis; some of these flower in spring, some in summer or fall, some flower repeatedlyAlways prune away any dead / diseased/rubbing woodPrune every year, so that plants are regenerated over timeClematis: There are three methods of pruning clematis depending on which pruning group they belong to:Group 1:  Flowers on old wood. Little to no pruning. Flowers appear early in the season, in the leaf axils of wood from the previous year. Prune after flowers have faded. They can be cut back severely to within a foot of the ground, but do not cut back into very old wood, as it may not recover. Also do not prune less vigorous types as severely, as they will take longer to recover.Group 2:  Flowers form on both new and old wood. These vines bloom in late spring or early summer, and the second flush occurs during late summer. Therefore, pruning may wipe out one or the other blooming period.One option = severely prune back every few years to minimize flower loss.Another option = severely cut back one half of the plant each year, so there will always be some flowers.Group 3:  Flowers form on new wood. Flowers appear from summer through autumn, at/near the ends of new shoots. This group is the easiest to prune. Annual pruning can be done in late winter or early spring. Cut back all stems within a foot of the ground. If new growth is produced earlier in the season, they will usually flower in late summer or fall.   Exception: Leave stems longer if you want it to keep rambling. Less severely pruned plants may also start blooming earlier.



Pruning:  Ornamental Trees
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Remember the 4Ds
Remove competing 

or split leaders
 To keep compact 

cut back main 
leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normal pruning normal rules apply! The four D’s – Dead, Diseased, Damaged, and DangerousRemove competing or split leaders The leader is the main vertical axis of the tree A split leader is ‘two leaders’ at a tight angle  (less than 45 degrees), if not removed it can result in dead wood or rot between the leadersTo keep the ornamental tree compact, and closely spread cut back the main leader just above a week branchMake sure you prune early in tree life before the tree gets to largeSetup good scaffolding 6 – 18”(some sources go up to 24”) apart from each branch, depending on the size of the tree



Pruning:  Fruit Trees 

Pruning:
promotes 

flower/fruit 
production 
increases 

sunlight into the 
crown to help 
ripening
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Presentation Notes
Fruit trees and berries will steadily decline unless they are pruned and tended. There are several reasons for this, including: suckers that direct energy away from fruiting branches, older branches’ susceptibility to diseases and pests and the habit of many fruiting plants to only produce on branches of a certain age An important skill in pruning fruit trees is striking a balance between some natural tendencies of these trees. You need to balance shoot growth throughout the plant, counteracting the tree’s natural tendency to put most of its energy into growing the top of the tree When fruits are mostly at the top they are harder to harvest You need to strike a balance between what the tree wants to do, and what you want to tree to do (i.e. the height of the apple tree and the ability to reach the fruit to pick)



Pruning:  Fruit Trees  

Removes less 
productive 
growth
Shapes the tree 

into a more 
efficient shape
While they are 

dormant
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You also need to balance stem growth and fruiting. You need stems for the fruits to hang from but you want most energy to go into growing the fruitYou also want to balance high yields with high quality. The more fruit a tree bears, the less energy available for each fruit Finally, you want to balance this year’s crop with next. A heavy crop one year can result in a light crop the next yearDormant pruning of stems to remove potential flowers can avoid these cycles:  prune apples, peaches, pears, plums and cherries in mid-winterHow much pruning is needed depends on where the plant bears its flowers and how big its fruits are. For example, peaches are borne only on stems that grew the previous season, so it needs a fairly severe pruning, while apples bear fruits on branches as much as ten years old and doesn’t need as much stimulus Most fruiting plants need to be pruned while they are dormant. You usually get one chance to set buds for next season’s crop, so particular care is taken with fruit trees and berry plants that you don’t remove the buds which will give you this year’s fruitfor berries we should caution attendees, lots of berry canes need to be left (my wild raspberry puts canes out in the fall for next year's fruit - prune after fruiting in mid-summer



Pruning:  Bushes
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Quickcrop.co,uk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Raspberries:Fall-bearing (also called ‘ever-bearing’) = flower on this year’s canes, so cut the canes to the ground after flowering.If some of the canes are left they will re-sprout next year and bear a small crop (thus the ‘everbearing’ name).Summer-bearing raspberries = flower on last year’s canes. Remove the old canes after fruit has been harvested, but leave the new canes that grow – that is next year’s crop.The tips of the canes after harvest as possible. This will let in air and light, and prevent disease from spreading from old canes to new.  Blueberries:Fruit is produced on stems can be trimmed off to prevent them from rooting (‘tip-layering’).Cut old canes as soon that are from 1 to 3 years old. New shoots may also spring up and produce fruit at the end of the season.Don’t prune much for the first couple of years (just the 4 Ds)In late fall or early spring (better in spring as the buds can be seen) - prune older, less productive stems to the ground.Prune the tips of older stems back to a strong, outward-facing bud.Don’t prune more than ¼ of the bush at once.  



Selecting Plants:  The Right Plant 
in the Right Place
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Selecting Plants, the Softscape

 Choose the plants before you go to the nursery
 Base your selections on:
Hardiness
Maintenance level
 Site conditions
 Size
Garden style
Colour scheme
Multiple seasons of interest
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hillhousenativeplants.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Softscape refers to the elements of a landscape that comprise live, horticultural elements. Softscaping can include, flowers, plants, shrubs, trees, flower beds, etc. This is a term that has been popularized in recent pop culture (2006 onwards) on television shows such as Home & Garden Television.Consider Bee and Butterfly friendly plantsNow is a good time for bargains in Nurseries:  stock may not be “pretty”, but it is still viable

http://hillhousenativeplants.com/services


Order of selection 

 Trees
Vines
 Shrubs
 Tall perennials
Medium perennials
Ground covers
Annuals 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Avoid overplanting;  follow the planting space recommendations.Try to plant in blocks.Stagger the bloom periods.Use the rule of thirds Tree = 20’Shrub = 6’ (1/3 of trees)Perennials = 4’ and 2’ (1/3 of shrubs)Plant native trees and shrubs for their hardiness and proven local value.

http://thecottagemarket.com/2013/04/repurposed-garden-containers-tons-of.html


Natives and Invasive:  What are they?
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Purple Coneflower:  an Ontario Native Dog Strangling Vine:  an invasive plant 



What are Natives?

 This diverse group 
of plants evolved 
together with 
indigenous wildlife, 
adapting to local 
climate and soil 
conditions to create 
stable natural 
ecosystems 
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Phots by: Shane Kingsley, EMG

Photo by Shane Kingsley, EMG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Southern Ontario’s native plants existed here for thousands of years prior to European settlementThe diverse group of plants evolved together with indigenous wildlife, adapting to local climate and soil conditions to create stable natural ecosystems The soil and climate of a region in large part dictate the plants and animals that naturally exist in the area – these species are referred to as native Photo by Shane Kingsley, EMG –  Veronicastrum virginicum (Culvers Root) & beeNaturalized Vs Native - “A non-native plant that has been introduced to an area, has spread and now grows in the wild without human cultivation. EG, Dame’s Rocket, Queen Anne’s Lace and Ox-eye daisy “https://www.thespruce.com/naturalized-plants-flora-of-locale-2131090 Naturalized plants are those that have become established as a part of the plant life of a region other than their place of origin. Two conditions must be met:The plant in question must be foreign ("exotic," "introduced," and "alien" are other names used to tell you that a plant is of foreign origin).It must be able to grow on its own and produce a new generation without human aid. That is, it becomes a wild plant in its adopted homeland. When a plant naturalizes in an area, this can be either a "good" thing or a "bad" thing, depending on your opinion of the particular plant.



Why Garden with 
Native Species?

 Crucial to 
restoring the 
natural ecosystem

 Easy to grow 
 Reconnect 

yourself to nature 
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Photo by Shane Kingsley, EMG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Native Species?Through habitat loss and the introduction of non-native plant species, we are losing biodiversity. Gardening with native plants is crucial to restoring the natural ecosystem and is almost as important as preserving existing ecosystems. Native Species can provide life and habitat for bees, butterflies, birds, etc.Native plants improve the overall health of pollinating insect populations, including supporting many species of bees and butterflies.�As well as working at our nursery, we actively participate in restoration and environmental advocacy.They are easy to grow and seldom require watering, or pruning 



Benefits of Gardening
with Natives

 Provides nectar, 
seeds and berries 
for birds

 Provides pollen 
for beneficial 
insects, like bees 
and butterflies
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Photo by: Shane Kingsley, EMG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provides; Food (nectar, seeds, berries) and shelter for native birds, bees, butterflies, etc. Nectar, seeds and berries for birdsPollen for beneficial insects, like bees and butterfliesPollinators are attracted to native plants more than other horticultural species or varieties Why because many ornamental varieties have reduced pollen & nectar often as a result of breeding for larger flowers, some may be sterilePhoto by Shane Kingsley, EMG – Lupinus perennis (Wild Lupine) with bumblebee



Benefits of 
Gardening with 
Natives
 Adapted to the local 

climate and growing 
conditions

 Can thrive with 
minimum attention 
and watering

 Adapted to local 
insects and soils 

 Generally don't need 
fertilizers 

Etobicoke Master Gardeners   
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Photo by: Shane Kingsley, EMG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pollinators are attracted to native plants more than other horticultural species or varieties Why because many ornamental varieties have reduced pollen & nectar often as a result of breeding for larger flowers Photo by Shane Kingsley, EMG – Asclepias incarnata (Swamp Milkweed) with monarch butterfly larva 



What makes a plant 
invasive? 
 Alien species whose 

introduction or spread 
negatively impacts  native 
biodiversity, the economy 
and/or society, including human 
health

 Invasive species have 
‘displacement capacity’ and 
crowd out native plants

 Pose the greatest threat to 
biodiversity
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Dog-strangling vine (Vincitoxicum rossicum)

Photo: Friends of Sam Smith Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Invasive plants come from outside this geographical areaInvasive plants pose a significant threat to established ecosystems  When introduced, they can potentially establish in the area, and disrupt established ecosystems forcing out native plantsNot all introduced plants become invasive , they may be a nuisance like common dandelion Fewer native plants result in decreased biodiversity; This can result in less food & shelter for wildlife depend on native plants, has potential further economic and social impactsInvasive species have ‘displacement capacity’; meaning they form such dense colonies or compete aggressively, that they force out our native vegetation Prolific vs Invasive Some natives are perceived as invasive when in fact they are simply prolific (i.e. black eyed Susan)A prolific plant simply produces much fruit, foliage or many offspring, resulting in a large number or quantities  synonyms for prolific are; plentiful, abundant, bountiful, profuse, copious, luxuriant, rich, lush; Morepose the greatest threat to biodiversity. Invasive crowd out native plants and fish. They take over our woodlands, our wetlands and our waters. And because they’re survivors, they are both difficult and costly to get rid of.Top pic: Dog-strangling vine (Vincitoxicum rossicum); Bot pic: Friends of Sam Smith Park



What makes a plant invasive? 

Invasive                       vs.            Prolific 
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Presentation Notes
Prolific vs Invasive Some natives are perceived as invasive when in fact they are simply prolific (i.e. black eyed susan)A prolific plant simply produces much fruit, foliage or many offspring, resulting in a large number or quantities  synonyms for prolific are; plentiful, abundant, bountiful, profuse, copious, luxuriant, rich, lush; Pic = Garlic mustard at the arboretum, 2015.



What makes a plant invasive? 

 Alien Species
(synonyms non-native, 
or exotic)
 Plant, animals and 

micro-organisms that 
have been 
accidentally or 
deliberately 
introduced into areas 
beyond their native 
range.
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https://www.stratfordcanada.ca/en/livehere/fs-invasiveplants.asp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purple loosestrife  



Common characteristics of invasive plants 

 High annual seed production and quick establishment of 
dense colonies

 Tolerance to a wide range of growing conditions 
 Ability to spread by underground roots and re-grow 

quickly when disturbed by pulling, cutting, or fire
 A lack of natural predators to keep their population  

under control in their new environment 
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 Invasive plants commonly have one or more of the following characteristics allowing them to out-compete native species:



What can I do about Invasive plants?
 Early detection 

 Learn to identify and manage invasive plants on your 
property 

 Rapid Response 
 Best Management Practice varies by species
 Biological control 

 Prevention 
 of initial entry into Canada or Ontario
 of the spread of a species
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Biological controlClassical biological control is the use of an herbivore, predator, disease or other natural enemy to reduce established populations of an invasive speciesMost invasive species have few to no natural enemies in their new habitatsClassical biological control aims to re-establish an ecological balance between the introduced species and its original natural enemies by selecting highly host-specific natural enemies from the country of origin, and moving them to the country where the invasive species is a problemVisit the BPM library on the Ontario Invasive Plant Council websitePreventionWhen selecting plants purchase non-invasive or native plants from reputable suppliers Don’t bring plants from outside of your ecosystem Prevention of the spread of a species When walking/hiking in natural areas, remain on designated trails and keep pets on a leash, to avoid disturbing natural vegetation or transferring invasive plants and their seeds to new areasAlways clean off your clothes, bike, hiking boots, and brush your pets fur before leaving the natural area, to avoid accidental spreading of seeds On the tour we will discuss some of the biological control methods by species 



Grow me instead!
 The Grow Me Instead guides identify potentially invasive 

garden plants and promote suitable alternatives that are 
either native or non-invasive
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Grow me instead!
 Copies of the Grow Me Instead booklet can be downloaded from

 http://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/index.php/gardenersandhorticulturalists

 Grow me instead samples include:
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Invasive Plants Non-Invasive Plant alternatives

Groundcovers
English Ivy, Periwinkle, Goutweed

Wild Strawberry, Wild Ginger, Bearberry, Wild Geranium, 
Mayapple, Running Euonymus

Miscanthus Switchgrass, Indian Grass 

Norway Maple Native Maples, Serviceberry, Hackberry

Japanese Honeysuckle Vine Climbing Hydrangea, American Wisteria, Goldflame 
Honeysuckle 

Non-native Honeysuckle Shrubs Nannyberry, Ninebark, Fragrant Sumac 

http://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/index.php/gardenersandhorticulturalists


The way to a healthy lawn

61

www.myorganicguru.com
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http://www.myorganicguru.com/category/container-gardening/


Prepare your lawn 
 Rake the lawn to remove dead growth 

Aerate/dethatch if needed  
 Cut grass long (2  1/2 inches)
 Leave clippings on, water deeply and less frequently 

(1 inch of water per week) 
 Re-seed bare patches of lawn
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Presentation Notes
Raking: helps bring light and air to the soil level, encouraging the grass to growAerate / dethatch- After lawn is no longer wet



Prepare your lawn 

 If you fertilize use composted manure or a 
balanced  organic slow-release fertilizer 

63

blog.greatgardensupply.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Nutrients: N = Nitrogenstimulates lush green growth of leaves and new shoots, promotes dark green colour P = Phosphoruspromotes development of strong healthy root system and setting of flower budsK = Potassiumaids in the overall strength of stems and roots and resistance to disease 

http://blog.greatgardensupply.com/npk-fertilizer-mean-anyway/


The finishing touch - Edging
 Reshape garden edges,  and trim grass along edges 
 A clean edge improves the overall appearance 
 Create ditch edges or a mowing strip along the edge
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Upcoming Workshop: Dream, Design, Dig!
November 16, 2019 at 10:00 am – 12:00 noon 
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Thank you!

Questions 
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Presentation Notes
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